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Before Loading

T)EFORE taking any pictures with the No' 2

L'' Folding, Rt*tit Camera read the follow-

ing instructions carefully, and make yourself per-

fectly familiar *i,ft tttt i*tru1e1t' t,lkl:* especial

care to learn the construction of the shutter' Work

itforbothtimeandinstantaneousexposuresseveral
times before threading uP the film '

The first thing f ot the amateur to bear in

mind is that tt,e ligt t which serves to impress

the photographic image 
- 
upon the sensitive film

in a f raction of a second when it comes through

the lens can destroy the film as quickly as it

makesthepicture.Untilithasbeendeveloped
ancl washed, the film must never be exposed to

white light (this includes gas light, -lu-p 
light'

etc. ) , or it will be ruined - Throughout all the

operationsofloadingandunloading'therefore'
b; extremely careftrl to keep the black paper

wound tightly around the film to prevent the

admission of light
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PAR'T I

Loading the Camera
,-FHE film for the No. 2 Folding Brownie camera,
L the regular No . z Brownie film is furnished in

light-proof cartriclges anC the instrument can, there-

fore, be loaded in daylight. The operation

shoulcl, ho*.uer, be performed in a subdued

light, not in the glare of bright sunlight' It
should also be borne in mind that after the seal

is broken care must be taken to keep the black

paper taut on the spool, otherwise it may slip

and loosen sufficiently to fog the film'
r. To load the camera, take a position at

a table where the daylight is somewhat sub- The Film

dued, ancl open back of camera by pushing on metal

slide lock as shown in Fig.
back of camera will loosen

be allowed to droP down.

r. The
and may

Frc' r

opposite the winding
into"place with roll of

2. Pull out the metal roll
holder from the recess at the

end of camera which has

not the winding k.Y. In
the recess on the other side

will be seen an emPtY

spool which is to be used

ii as a reel for the film.
iffit' 

dD cL I \'L

',;$ 3. Now insert spool of

film in the roll holder

end. SnaP tension cliP back

film in it.
5

{$



Important
Be sure and get the top of spool at top of camera

(each spool is marked on the end) when inserting,
o.therwise your film will come on the wrong side of
black paper when reeled off and total failure will result.

+, Now break the
gummed slip th at
holds down the end
of black paper and
pass the black paper
across opening in the
back of the camera,
and thread into slit
in reel, Fig. 3. Be
draws straight and

three turns, (to the

Caution
If you turn off too

much of the b la c k
paper, belore the cam-
era is closed, the film
will be uncovered and
ruined.

S. The camera is
now to be closed, r€-
versing the operations
shown in Fig. r, page 5.

Flc. z

careful in so doing that the paper
true, and give the spool two or
left from the k.y end). Fig. 4.

Frc. 3

Throughout the foregoing operations, f rom the
time the gum stip is cur on the fresh roll of filrn

t
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until the back

paper wound

loosen, light

of camera is closed, keeP the black

tightly on the roll. If it is allowed to

*itt be admitted and the film fogged '

Frc. 4

6. The roll of

film in the camera

is covered with
black PaPer and

this must be reeled

off before a Picture
can be taken. Turn
the k.Y slowlY to

the left and watch

in the little red

celluloid window at the back of the

eamera.'When fifteen to eighteen
turns have been given, the number

one will appear before the window' Fig 5'

The film is now in position for taking the first picture'



PART II

Making the Exposures

REFORE making an exposure n'ith the No. zL) Folding Bro\vnie Camera, either time or instan-
taneous, be sure of four things :

Ftnsr-That the shutter
is adjusted properll .

(For time, instantaneous or
oulb exposurcs as dcsircd. )

Srcoxo-That the dia-
phragm stop is set at
the proper opening.

Tnrnn-That the cam-
era is focused.

FounrH-That an un-
exposed section of the
film is turned into
position.

SECTION L

Operating the Shutter

Perfect familiarity rvith the shutter is essential to
successful picture taking lvith any camera. The fol-
Iorving directions should, therefore, be carefully read
and the shutter operated several times before threading
the filrn up for use.

=Ac
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" Snap Shots "
For all Ordinary Instantaneou! Exposuret

Ftnsr-Set the lever A at the point " f . " This
adjusts the shutter for instantaneous exposures.

Sn'coNo * Set the lever B at No. r. Lever B controls
the Iris diaphragm and No. r is the proper open-
ing for ordinary instantaneous exposures.

THtno -Press down the release C . This makes the
ex'osure' 

Time Exposures
FInsr-Set the lever A at the point T (time). This

adjusts the shutter for time exposures.
SpcoNo-Setthe lever B at No. z or 3. See instruc-

tions for use of stops, page 16.
Tnrno-Touch the release C. This opens the shut-

ter. Time exposure by the watch. Again press
the release. This closes the shutter.

Bulb Exposure
When it is desirable to make a very short time

exposure this is best accomplished by making a

' ' bu lb exposure. t t

Ftnsr-Set the lever A at the point ( ( B " (bulb) .

This adjusts the shutter for bulb exposures.
Srcoxo-Set the lever B controlling the stops, xt

No. z or 3, as desirecl.
Tntnn-Press lever to open the shutter, and release it

to close the shutter. This makes the exposure.
The shutter will remain open as long as the lever
is under pressure.

Do not oil any part of the
In case of acciclent return

to us for repairs.

shutter
shutter to your dealer or



SECTION 2

--
InstantaneOus ExpOsUf€S-"Snap ShOts"

To take instantaneous pictures the object must be

in the broad open sunlight, but the eamera should

not. The sun should be behind

the back or over the shoulder of

the operator.

Focus on the Subject
r. Press the concealed button as

shown in Fig. r 
'

and push down the

bed of camera to
the limit of motion.

2, GrasP the
bottom of front
board to pull out
the front.

i: r::i.li:r:ri:iii,:ijjrlti:!!ir::' iiii:iiiliil:r:,iffr,liilliii 
,::irr:,'f":i!rif ' :r ' :

of camera bed and on the side

will see a scale with slots marked

Fig. z. This is for focusing the

camera. Before extend-

3. At the front
opposite finder, you

8, zo and roo feet.

ing bellows set the catch

A in the slot corresPond-

ing to the distance away

of the princiPal object

to be photograPhed.

The catch is set bY

downward Pressure on

Ftc. r
Opening

the

Front

the lever and then moving to right or left. It is

not necessary to estimate the distance with any more

than 
"ppro*imate 

accuracy; for instance, if the focus

www.butkus.us
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is set at zo feet (the usual distance for oidinary

street work) the sharpest part of the picture will
be the objects at that distance f rom the camera, but

everything f rom rz to 5o feet will be in good focus.

For general street work the focus may be kept at zo

feet, but where the principal object is nearer or farther

away, the focus should be moved accordingly. For

distant views set the focus at roo feet.

Extending the Front
Now extencl front of camera to limit of motion (Fig.

3). This sets the focus for
the distance you have
placed the catch on the

scale. A click will be

heard when the front locks.

Making the Exposure

Aim the camera at the

object to be photograPhed
and locate the image in the

finder, which is at the left
hand corner of

The 'finder

scope of view

f ront-board.
shows the

and gives a

fac-simile of what the picture will be. On the face

of the ground glass in the finder you will notice four

lines. When using for horizontal exPosures the sub-

ject may occupy the entire width of finder, but must

be located between the upper and lower lines to in-

sure its appearing in the picture. Hold the camera

iir"t' FIG. 3

Extcnding the
Front



steady-hold it level as

the lever. This makes

shown in Fig.4, and Push
the exposure.

Frc. 4.
Pressing

Snap-Shot
Lever

Fqr a vertical exposure the camera must be held

on its side. Fig. 5. Reverse the finder so that it
will be available for vertical exposures. For vertical

exposures the subject may occupy the entire height

of the finder, but must be located betweerl the two side

FrG. 5

lines to insure aPpearing in the pictufe. The finder

gives the scope of view and shows a fac-simile of the

picture as it will appear, but on a re'duced scale. Any

object that does not show in the finder will not show

in the picture.

www.butkus.us



Hold it Level

The camera must be held level.
If the operator attempts to photograph a tall build-

ing while standing near it, by pointing the camera
upward (thinking thereby to center it) the resulr will
be similar to Fig. 5.

This was pointed too high. This building should
have been taken from the middle story window of the
building opposite

The operator should hold the camera level, after
withdrawing to a proper distance, as indicated by the
image shown in the fincler on the top of the camera.

I?



If the object be down low, like a small child or a

dog, the camera should be held down level with the

center of the object

Tunx A NEw sEcrIoN oF FILM INTo PoSITIoN :

Turn the key in top of camera slowly to the left, until
the next . number appears before the red window.
Three or four turns will be sufficient to accomplish

this. See Fi g. T. 
'

Ftc. 7

Repeat the foregoing operations for each picture,

I

I

I

frI

i
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SECTION S

Time Exposures-[pleriors
r. Put the camera in position on a tripod or some

other firm support. Fig. g.
set camera in such a position that the finder will

embrace the view desired. The diagram shows
the proper position for
the camera. It should
not be pointed directly at
a window, as the glare
of light will blur the,,
picture. If all the win-
dows cannot be avoided, : .

pull down the shades of 
-

such as come within the
range of the eamera.

Make the exposure
with the shutter as de-
scribed on page g.

Time Needed for rnterior Exposures
This table is for the largest stop. vtr/hen the second

stop is used double the time ; when the smallest stop
is used give four times the time of table.
White walls and more than one window :

Fig. 8

Making a

Time
Exposure

{

bright sun outside, 2 seconds;
hazy sun, 5 seconds;
cloudy bright, ro seconds;
cloudy dull, zo seconds.

White walls and only ono
window :

bright sun outside, 3 seconds;
, hazy sun, 8 secondsl
cloudy bright, r5 seconds;
cloudy dull, 3o seconds. Diagram Showing position of Camera

r5



Meclium colored walh and hangingr and morc then
one window :

bright run outside, 4 leconds;
hazy sun, lo seconds;
cloudY bright, zo secondr;
cloudY dull, 4o seconds'

Medium colored walls and hangings and only one

window :

bright sun outside, 6 seconds;
" hazy sun, 15 seconds;

cloudY bright, 3o seconds;
cloudY dull, 6o seconds'

Dark colored walls and hangings and more than one

window :

bright sun outside, to seconds;
hazy sun. 2O SeCOnds;
cloudY bright, 4o seconds;
cloudY dull, r minute. zo seconds'

Dark colored walls and hangings and only one window:

bright sun outside,2o seconds;
hazy sun' 4o seconds;
cloudY bright, t minute' zo seconds;
cloudy dull, z minutes and 4o seconds'

The foregoing is calculated for rooms whose windows

g.f tf," direct lTgnt from the sky and for hours from

three hours afterl.,nrise until three hours before stlnset'

If earlier or later the time required will be longer'
,, By means of a Koclak Portiait Attachment used

with the No, z Folding Brownie camera, head and

,touta.r pictures of incieased size may be obtained.

with the Kodak Portrait Attachment in position

andthefocussetatSfeet,thesubjectshouldbe
placedqfeetfromthelens.Withthefocussetatzo
i.J,"if,.'rui,:.., should be placrd .gY feet away.. With
the focus set at roo feet ihe su6ject will be in foctts

placed at 4 to 5 fe-et distance' ,--- ^r:^^^r ^The attachmJnt is simply an extra.lens slipped on

over the regular lens and 
-in 

no way affects the opera-

tion of thet"-.ru except to change the focus. Price,

(o cenrs. Be sure and specify what camera the

itt".t,-ent is to be ttsed with when ordering.

I

I

I
\-._ " _
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'llime ExPosures in the OPen Air
w hen the stop No. 3 is bef ore the lens the I ight

admittetl is so much reduced that time exposures out

of doors may be made the same as interiors but the

exposure must be much shorter'

WrrH SunsutNr-The shutter can hardly be opened

and closed quickly enough to avoid over exposure'

wrrs LlcHr clouns-From % to r second will

be sufficient.
wrrs Heevy cr,oups-From 2 to 5 seconds will

be required.
The above is calculated for hours from three hours

after sunrise until three hours before sunset and for

objects in the open air. For other hours, or for obiects

in the shaclow, u"nder porches or uncler trees, Do

acctrrate directions can be given; experience only can

teach the ProPer exPosure to give

Time exposures cannot be made while the camera

is held in the hand. Always place it upon some firm

support such as a chair or table.

StoPs
The stops should be used as follows :

No. r. THe Lancnsr-For all orclinary instan-

taneous exPosures.

No. 2. Tnn MrnolE-For instantaneous expos-

ures when the sunlight is unusually'strong and there

are no heavy shadorvs; such as in views on the sea

shore, in extremely high, dty climates or on the water

or in tropical or semi-tropical climates ; also for inter-

ior tirne exposures.

No. 3 . THn S ra Rllrsr-For time exposures out



doors in cloudy weather. Not for instantaneous

exposures. The time required for time expostlres on

cloucly days with smallest stop will range from %
second to 5 seconds according to the light. The
smaller the stop the sharper the picture.

When setting the stops always see that the one to

be used is brought to the center of the lens where it
catches. '

If you use the smallest stop for instantaneous expos-

ures absolute failure will result

Flash Light Pictures
By the introduction of Eastman's Flash Sheets, Pic-

ture taking at night has been wonderfully simplified.

A packageof flash sheets, a piece of cardboard, a Pin
and a match complete the list of essential extras.

T'he cost then is : One package Eastman's Flash

Sheets, No . r, 25 cents

With flash sheets no lamp is necessary, there

is a minimum of smoke and they are far safer than

any of the self-burning flash powders, besides giving
a softer light that is less trying to the eyes.

Many interiors can be taken with the flash sheets

that are impracticable by daylight, either by reason

of a lack of illumination or becausethere are windows

in the direct line of view which cannot be darkened

sufficiently to prevent the blurring of the picture.

Evening parties, grouPs around a dinner or card

table, or single portraits may be readily made by the

use of our flash sheets, thus enabling the amateur

to obtain souvenirs of many occasions which, but for

the flash light would be quite beyond the range of

the art. 
n 

.

--1

J

I

I

I

.,

rF

I
I

J
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Preplation for the Flash
T'tre camera should be prepared for the tirle

exposure, as directed on page r+ of this Manual,
(except that the largest stop must be used) and placed

on some level support where it will take in the view

desired.
Pin a flash sheet by one eorner to a piece of card-

board which has previou'sly been fixed in a perpendic-

ular position. If the cardboard is white it will act as

a reflector and increase the strength of the picture.

The flash sheet should always be placed trvo feet

behind and two to three feet to one side of the camera.

If placed in front or on a line with front of camera,

the flash would strike the lens and blur the picture.

It shorrld be placed at one side as well as behind, so

as to throw a shadow and give a little relief in the

lighting. The light should be at the same height or

a little higher than the camera. The support upon

which the flash is to be made should not project far

enough in front of it to cast a shadow in front of the

camera. An extra piece of cardboard a foot square

placed under the flash sheets will prevent any sparks

from the flash doing damage.

Taking the Picture
Having the camera and the flash sheet both in

position and all being in readiness, open the camera

shu;ter, stand at arm's length and touch a match to

the lower corner of the flash sheet. There will be a

bright flash which will impress the picture on the

sensitive film. Then touch the lever to close the

shutter and turn a fresh film into place with the key,

ready for another pictut., 
,,

il
-.t"

:

:
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The Flash Sheets

The number of sheets required to light a room

varies with the distance of the object farthest from the

camera, and the color of the wall and hangings'

when two or more sheets are to be used they

should be pinned to the cardboard, one above the

other, the corners slightly overlapping. :

I

I

$
For ro feet

use r sheet.
For ro feet

use 2 sheets.

For r 5 feet

use 2 sheets.

For r 5 feet

use 3 sheets.

For z5 feet

use 3 sheets.

Far z5 feet

use 4 sheets.

Table
distance and light walls and hangings

distanee an d dark walls and h angings

distance and Iight walls and hangings

distance and darli walls ancl hangings

distance and light walls and hangings

distance and dark walls and hangings

To Make a Portrait
Place the sitter in a chair partly facing the camera

(which should be at the height of an ordinary table)

and turn the face slightly towards thi camera.

For using the portrait attachment see Page t6.

The flash shoulcl be on the side of the camera away

from the face, that ir, the sitter should not face it.
f'he flash should not be higher than the head of the

'itter.

'w
I

I

I

I

I
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To Make a GrouP
-va

Arrange the chairs in the form of an are' facing

the camera, go that each chair will be exactly the

same distarrce from the camera. Half the Persong

composing the group should be seated and the rest

should stand behind the chairs. If the group is large

any number of chairs may be used, but none of the

sufjects should be seated on the floor, as sometimes

seen in large pictures, because the perspective would

be too violent.

Backgrounds 3J+"u)
In making single portraits or groups, care should

be taken to have a suitable background against which

the figures will show in relief ; a light background is

better than a dark one, and often a single figure or

two will show up well against a lace curtain. For

larger groups a medium light wall will be suitable.

The finder on the camera will aid the operator in

composing the groups so as to get the best effects. In

order to make the image visible in the finder the room

will have to be well lighted with ordinary lamp light

which may be left on while the picture is being made,

provided none of the lights are placed so that they

show in the finder.

Eastman's flash sheets burn more slowly than flash

powders, producing a much softer light and are,

ih.r.fore, far preferable in portrait work ; the subject,

however, should be warned not to ntove, as the pic-

ture is not taken instantaneotrsly, about one second

being required to burn one sheet.



Eastman's Flash Cartridges
Eastman's Flash cartridges may be substituted for

the sheets if desired. 'we recommend the sheets,
however, as more convenient, safer, cheaper and
capable of producing the best results. The cartridges
are only superior when absolutely instantaneous work
is essential.

I
I

,4

I

l

I

il_
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Closing the Camera
r . To disengage front from catch so that it may be

pushed back, press down with thumb Fig. 9 on lever

of focusing device (shown as A, in Fig z, page ro).

2. Keep lever pressed and slide back front a short

distance with forefinger FiS. 9. The lever may

then be released and front pushed back into the

camera box.:

J
3. Close front by pressing

each side of bed as shown in
now close readily.

down on arm locks on

Fig. ro. The bed will



PART III

Removing the Film
No dark room is required in changing the spcols in

the Brownie Camera
The operation can be performed in the open air,

but to avoid all liability of fogging the edges of the
film it had best be performed in a subdued light.

Frc. r

Showing how black paper leaves'reel

r. When the last film has been exposed give the
key about a dozen extra turns. This covers the film
with black paper again.

z. Provide an extra spool of film to fit this camera
and taking a position at a table as 

'far as possible
from any window.

3. Open the back as tlescribed on page 5.

itr
d

I

I
i

n

Itl

'i&
'i
I
I

{

\--
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+. Pull out winding key to disengage ' spool and

swing out brass clip containing spool. Remove stick

clown lodse end of black paper with gumrired sticks

which will be found on ernpty spool (see Fig' r)'
Now remove spool (FiS. z).

Frc. z

5. Now take the empty spool f rom the recess on

the left sicle of camera and transfer to the winding

side, placing the empty spool on the pin in the brass

clip with slotted end toward the k.y.

6. Load as described in Part I.

The roll of exposures can now be mailed to us for

finishing, of you can do the developing and printing

yourself



f
1

PART IV

Developing with the Kodak Developing
Machine

For the best results in. deveropment we advise in
every case the use of a Kodak Developing Machine.
There is no longer any necessity of working in im-
provised dark-room or waiting until evening and
then developing in the dim light of a ruby lamp at' the kitchen sink, with doors tightly shut ancl windows
covered so as to shut out every ray of light. you can
do your developing at any time and in any place.
And more important than the ease and convenience

. of developing your films in this way, is the fact that
you will have better results than you could get by hand
development. The danger of fog and uneven devel-
opment is entirely eliminated.

Much has been learned about development in the
past year or two and the conclusion has been reached
that once the film or plate has been placed in the
developer the only control we have over the quality of
the negative is the length of time that the devel-
oping agent is allowed to act upon the sensitive sur-
face. It is also true that within the rimits of excessive
unde and over exposure the same length of time in
delrlopment gives the best results. of course this
time will vary somewhat with the strength and tem-

. perature of the'developer, but it is dependent upon
these conditions and not upon exposure. If the devel-
oper is of such strength and temperature that a cor-

0-

t

at&
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reetly exposed frlm requir€s six rninutcs developrnent,
e film which has been over oif under expoeed will
require the samc length'of time in the developer, if
over-exposed to build up corrtrast, if under-exposed
because longer development would bring out no more
detail and would only produce too much contrast.

There are many things which may be done more
perfectly by machine than by hand-developing neg-
atives is one of them. The operation is simple.

Kodak Developing Machine

After removal from the camera the cartridge of ex-
posed film is inserted in the Kodak Developing
Machine so that the black paper will lead from the
top as shown in cut, the rransparent apron (F-F)
having first been wound onto Arbor ' 'A. " The
gummed sticker which holds down the end of blf'ck
paper is then broken, the paper pulled out and the
end attached to Arbor '' B ' by siipping under the
wire guard. Arbor " B " is now turned to the right
until the word " stop " appears on top of cartridge.

27
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The end of Apron (f-f) is hooked onto Arbor r'8"'
the developer is poured into comPartment ' ' E, '' and
the top put on Machine. The operator now turns

handle to the right slowly and evenly until the time

of development, about six minutes, has expired. The
6lm (G) winds up inside of Apron but with the face not

touching it, thus allowing free action of the developer.

As the handle turns freely and easily, the operation is
not at all wearisome. The cover is then removed

from the machine and the developer poured off ; the

machine is now filled with clean water, the cover re-

placed and the handle given a few turns ; the water

is poured off and the operation repeated. This
washes the developer from the film which is now

removed from the machine by taking hold of either

the Apron or end of the black paper and pulling out

of machine, the film being taken hold of when it ap-

pears and pulled free from the black paper. The
film is now placed in a tray of fixing solution while
the next roll is being developed. There is no danger

of fog if the film has been thoroughly washed after

development as above described.

By following this method of fixing a considerable

saving of time is gained as one can develop the second

roll while the first is being fixed. As the black paper

is not put into the fixing solution and therefore carries

no developer over to it, that solution may be used

repeatedly.
N. C. Film must be fixed in the tray as directed

above

"Regular" film may be fixed in the machine if de

sired, in which case the cover is removed and tht

rlF:

t-
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devetoper poured off, after which the fixing soltrtion

is pourcd in and the handle turned about six minutes

when fixing will be comPlete.

Nothing now remains to be done except to wash the

film, to free it from Hypo (fixing solution); wipe it
with a soft cloth and pin it up to dty. As soon as

dry the negatives are cut apart and are ready for the

print making to begin.'
The machine may be used again immediately. If

film was fixed in the machine simply rittse well and

wind the Apron back onto Arbor ((A." All is now

ready for the next roll of exposures.

However, the following method of development

may be employed if desired.

f.-

"F
I

I
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Developing in
Provide an Eastman

Printing Outfir.

the Dark Room
A B CDevelopingand

ABCDevelopingOutfit

The Outfit Contains :

r Kodak Candle Lamo
4l)evelo3ingfruyr'. : : : :r +-oz. Graduate
r4x5P_rintingFt"-.' : : : :r{T5-Glassforsame , . . . .r Stirring Rod . , .t I3o1 (5. tubes)_Eastman,s Special

Developingpowders . . . .
fi Pound K;ctai Acid fi"ing powder
z Doz. Sheets 4x 5 Solio pui., . 

--:
r z-oz. Botle Solio Toning^Solutiqn
r Package Bromide poturri-u- . - .r oz. Glycerine , .

rlnstru.iionBook. , ' '

Price complete, neatly packed, $, .5o.
This outfit cannot be shipped by mail"

$ .zs
.40
.ro
.25
.c5
.o5

.25
"r5
.25
.r5
.ro
,o5
.ro

il[

"e

0,
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Also provide a pair of shears, a pitcher of cold

water (preferably ice water), a pail for slops, and a

dark room'having a shelf or table

By " dark room is meant one that is wholly dark-
not a ray of light in it. Such a room can easily be

secured at night almost anywhere. The reason a

dark room is required is that the film is extremely

. The LamP

eighteen inches

operator.

r. Fill one

(first tray).

z. Open one of the developer powders, then put

the contents (two chemicals) into graduate and fill it
up to the four-ounce mark with cold water. Stir until

dissolved, with the wooden stirring rod and pour

into the second tray.

3. To develop film unroll the film and cletach the

entire strip from the black PaPer.

tF)

fr*.

sensitive to white light, either

daylight or lamp light, and would
be spoiled if exposed to it even

for a fraction of a second.

Having provided such a room

or closet, where, when the door is

closed, no ray of light can be seen.

Set upon the table or shelf the

Kodak Candle LamP.

' Th. lamp gives a subdued red

light which will not injure the film

unless it is held close to it. Set

the lamp on the table at least

from and with the side toward the

of the trays nearlY full of water

3r



+. Pass the fi lm through the tray of crean cord
water as shown in the cut, holcling one end in each
hand. Pass through the water several times, that
there may be no bubb res remai'ing on the firm.
when it is thoroughly wet with no air bubbles, it is
ready for development.

5. Norv pass the firm through the deveroper in the
same manner as clescribed for wetting it and shown incut. Keep it constantly in motion, and in about one
minute the high lights wiil begin to darken and you
will readily be able to cristinguish the unexposed
sections between the negatives, and in about twomin-
utes will be able to distinguish objects in the picture.
complete development in the strip, giving sufficient
length of development to bring out *n"t cletail yo.
can in the thinnest negatives. There is no harm in
having your negatives of clifferent
density. This can be set right in
the printing. The difference in
density does not affect the differ-
ence in contrast.

Keep the strip which is being
developed constantly in motion,
allowing the developer to act 5 to
ro minutes. The progress of cle-
velopment may be watched by
holding the negatives up to the
lamp from time to time.

When developing Eastma n,r?--
N. C. Film, use a red lamp and

L

take care not to hold the film close
any length of time. This film is

to the lamp for
very rapid and

www.butkus.us
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rs orthochromatic, therefore liable to log unless

handledverycarefullyinthedarkroomorde.
veloped in the Developing Machine'

6. After completing development cut the negatives

apart with a pair of shears, transfer to the third tray

and rinse two or three times with clear cold water.

Another WaY

we advise the foregoing method of development.

If desired, however, the negatives may be cut apart

before development is commenced by the following

method.
A. unroll the film and cut the exposures apart as

shorvn in Fig. r.
In unrolling the film preParatory to development,

care must be tuk.r, that the encl be not allowecl to roll

The exposures should be cut

apart with the PaPer on toP'

Do not let the fingers touch

the face of the film. (The

face is the dull side.)
Fig. 2 shows a cartriclge

unrolled with the film on toP'

To correct this simPlY turn

back the film as indicated bY

the dotted lines, thus bringing
the film under the PaPer'

b.Puttheexposuresintothefirsttrayonebyone
face down; put them in edgewise to avoid air bells

and inrmerse them fullY.
Cover the tray with a bit of brown Paper to keep

out the light from the lamP.

up over the PaPer.

Frc. r-Right



d. Take one of the exporures from thc water and
immerre it face down, in the $eyof devetoper (recondtray). Rock it back and forth io prevent streaks andair bubbles ; in about one minute ihe firm wilr begin; to darken in spots, representing the lights of trr. pi.-' ture, and in about two minutes the operator will be
able to distinguish objects in the picture.

. d. Transfer the deveroped fitm to the third tray
and rinse two or three times with water, reaving it to
soak while the next film is being developed.

Note-A dozen negatives can be deveroped one
after the other in one portion of the deveroper; thenit should be thrown away and a fresh portion mixed.

only one negative shourd be deveroped at a time
until the operator becomes expert then he can manage
three or four in the tray at one time and the .reu.roperwill answer for twenty-four firms before being ex-
hausted.

As each successive negative is developed it should
be put with the preceding negatives in the washing
tray and the water changecr twice, to prevent the
developer remaining in the firms from staining them.

From this stage the treatment
of negatives is the same, whether
they have been devcloped singly
or in the strip

7 . Remove the cover from the
box of Acid Fixing powder and
fill the cover of the box level full
of the fixing powder. put this
into the fourth tray and add eight
ounces of cold water. When the

I
I

-t

i*

'.t
'. 1

'. 't
1 '..

""'*.... """-""i
"" -'-- - --.-.---...tt"'

Frc. z-Wrong

Fixing Powder is
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all dissolved acld as much of the Acidifier, which you

will find in the small box insicle of the large one'

as will fill the cover of the small box level f ull '

Whenthisisdissolved,thefixingbathasthissolu.
tion is called, is readY for use'

8. Immerse the negatives one by one in the fixing

bath and leave until they are entirely clear of white

spots and are transparent instead of milky by trans-

mitted light, *ouing them about occasionally to

insure even fixing' This will require about tpn

minutes.
g. The dark room

all the exPosures have

off the fixing solution into the sloP

fill the tray with clear, cold water; repeat

this at intervals of five

minutes, five or six times,

keeping the negatives in

motion, or transferring them

back and forth to traY No'

3, one bY one' to insure

the water acting evenlY

upon them.

Note-Withregularfilmaglycerinebathisneces.
sary to prevent curling' When the negatives are

thoroughlywashed,putone-halfounceofglycerine
intoonepintofwater(fourportionsmeasured. with the graduate), stir well and soak the negatives

inthesolutionfor5minutes,thenremovethemand
wipeoffthesurplusmoisturewithasoft,dampcloth.
The glycerine solution may be used repeatedly'

door may be oPened as soon as

been Put into the fixing solu-

tlon.
r o. Pour

bucket, and

J.

I

l*.
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The fixing solution must be usecl in tray No. 4,
an<l the negatives, after fixing, must not be put in
either No. r or No. e trays. Neither must any of the
fixing solution be allowed to touch the films, through
the agency of the fingers or otherwise, until they are
ready to go into the fixing bath, otherwise they will
be spotted or blackened so as to t,e useless.

N. c. Film negatives. do not curl, therefore with
them the glycerine bath is unnecessary.

The trays and graduate should now be rinsed out
and set away to drain and dty.

when the negatives are dty they are ready for
printing, as described in part V.

Defective Negatives
By following closely the foregoing directions the

novice can make seventy-five per cent., or upwards,
of good negatives. sometimes, however, the direc-
tions are not followed, and faiiures result.

To forewarn the camerist is to forearm him and we
therefore describe the common causes of failure

Under-Exposure
caused by making snap shots incloors, or in the

shade, or when the light is weak, late in the day, or
by closing the lens too soon on tir?re exposure.

under-exposure is evidencecl by slowness in the
appearance of the image in development ancl the
absence of detail in the shadows. In under-exposure
the sky appears black in clevelopmcnt, while the rest
of the negative remains white with no detail.

I

f

J

I
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Over-Exposure
Caused by too much light.
Negative develops evenly, shadows almost as fast as

high lights. If a negative is known to be over-
exposed before development is begun, it can be over-
come by the addition of brornide of potassium to the
developer before development begins. After the bro-
mide has been added to the developer, it should
not be used for another negative unless it is known
to have been over exposed.

If care is taken to properly time the exPosures the

above difficulty will be avoided

Fog
Caused by white light in the dark room, or holding

the film too long in the lamplight. Even the yellow
light from the Iamp will fog the.fi|- after a time.

Fog causes the film to blacken all over soon after
the developer is applied, and if the fog is consicler-

able/ it obliterates the image entirely.

Over-Development
Caused by leaving the negative too

developer.
In this case the negative is very strong

by transmitted light and requires a very
print. The remedy is obvious.

long in the

and intense
long time to

Under-Development
Caused by removal from the developer too soon.

An under-developerl negative differs from an under-



exposed one, in that it is apt to be thin and full of
detail instead of harsh and lacking in tletail. If the
development is carried on as before directed this defect
is not liable to occur

Drying N. C. Film Negatives
When thorough ly washed, remove the surplus

water from negatives with a squeegee or soft, damp
cloth. Another easy method, when negatives are

developed in the strip, is to draw the strip first one
side up and then the other across the smooth edge of
either a porcelain or enameled bath tub, or, for that
matter, across any smooth, rounding surface, such as

the edge of a china wash bowl. Be sure to
remove all surplus moisture and " tear
drops " before hanging up to dry.

Having removed the surplus water, snap
an Eastma.n Film Developing Clip on each
end of the strip and hang it up to dty,
being sure that it swings clear of the wall
so that there will be no possibility of either
side of the film coming in contact with
the latter.

If the film has been cut up, pin by one
corner to the edge of the shelf or hang the
negxtives on a stretched string by means of
a bent pin, running the pin through the
corner of film to the head, then hooking it
over the string.

I

l

v

I
N

Drying with
Clips
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Spots, Streaks,. Etc'

Air bells on the film in the developer or fixing

bath are liable to cause spots ; and streaks are caused

byallowingthefilmtoremainuncoveredinpartby
the vatious solutions while in them

White, milky spots on Transparent Film are evi-

clence that tr,, n.gative has not been properly fixe<l

and the negative shoul,l be' put back into fixing bath

and then rewashed.

Always develoP film face down

I
I

)r.-



PART V

-Printitrg on Eastman's Solio Paper
Solio Paper which we furnish with our outfits gives

prints having beautiful warm, brown tones which are

usually mounted on cardboard and highly burnished.

Method of Printing
Open the printing frame of the A B C outfit and

lay the negative back down upon the glass (the back

is the shiny side). Place upon this a piece of Solio

Paper, face down.x Replace the back of the frame

and secure the springs. The back is hinged to per-

mit of uncovering part of the print at a time to inspect

it without destroying its register with the negative.
The operation of putting in the sensitive paper must
be performed in a subdued light, that is to say, in an
ordinary room as far as possible from any window.
The paper not used must be kept covered in its
envolope.

The printing frame, when filled as direeted, is to
be laid glass side up in the strongest light possible
(sunlight preferred) until the light, passing through
the negative into the sensitive paper, has impressed
the image sufficiently upon it. The progress of the
printing can be examined from time to time by remov-
ing the frame from the strong light, and opening one

ryrt of the hinged back, keeping the other part
*The paper furnished with the outfit is 4 x 5 inches. For econo-

m'y's sake this should be cut into two pieces, z/, x 4 inches, before
printing. 
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fastened to hold the paper from shifting. The print-

ing should be contintrecl until the prints are little
darker tint than the finished print should be'

If desired, two prints can be made at one time by

fastening the corners of two negatives to the glass of

the printing frame, by means of the gum stickers

furnished with the outfit. The Solio paper is then

put into the frame as beiore described but without

cutting. The negatives being secured in position the

prints may be examined one at a tinre without destroy-

ing their iegister with the negatives. For printing in

this manner the negatives should be of equal density

but if one prints f aster than the other it can be stopped

by inserting a piece of black or yellow paper between

tlie print and negative. When prints are made in

this way they are of course not cut apart until after

they have been toned

Place prints without previous washing in the fol-

lowing combined toning and fixing bath

z-oz. Eastman's Solio Toning Solution'

+-oz. cold water.

Pour the toning solution into one of the trays

and immerse the prints one after the other in the

toning bath. Five or six prints can be toned together

if they are kept in motion and not allowed to lie in

contact. Turn the prints all face down and then face

up and repeat this all the time they are toning. The

prin,, will begin to change color almost immediately

from reddish brown to reddish yellow, then brown to

purple. The change will be gradual from one shade

to another ancl the toning should be stopped when the

print reaches the shade desired.

4r



Six ounces of the diluted toning solution will tone

four dozen prints, z% x l% ; after that a new solu-

tion should be made the same as before.
' When the proper shade has been attained in the

toning bath the prints should be transferred for five

minutes to the following salt solution to stop the

toning.
Salt, r ounee: water, 32 ounces.

Then transfer the prints to the washing tray and wash

one hour in runningwater, or in r6 changes of water.

The prints are then ready for mounting, or they

can be laid out and dried between blotting papers.

]
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Don't
Don't develop film face up.

Don't forget that the film must not be exposed to
white light (daylight, lamplight, etc.), for an instant
until after it has been developed and washed.

Don't try to make snap shots indoors, on shady ve-

randas or on dark days. You will only waste your film.

Don't fail to read this Manual from cover to cover

carefully. It will save you many mistakes.

Don't make snap shots with the small stop before

the lens. '

Don't leave the camera lying in the sun.

Don't lay the trouble to your chemicals or outfit if
you do not get six perfect pictures from the first car-
tridge. Follow instructions caref u lly and you are

bound to succeed.

Don't try every new developer your friends recom-
mend. Master one before experimenting with others.

Don't put away your trays without washing.

Don't let hypo get out of its place-the fixing tray.



Price List
No. 2 Folding Brownie Camera, ctpacity, 6

exposures, 2 / x 3%, not loadecl, $S oo

Light Proof Film Cartridges, 6 exposu res, z){
x3%, . . . . . . . 20

Box 4 Light Proof Film Cartridges, 6 exposures 8o

BrownieDevelopingMachine, . . , z oo

Brownie Developing Machine Outfit, . 75

Brownie Developing Machine Powders, per

pkg.%doz., . . . . . . ro
Kodrk Acid Fixing Powder, r Ib. pkg., . zs
Kodak Acid Fixing Powder, / Ib. pkg. . 15

A B C Developing and Printing Outfit, in-
cluding Solio Paper and Toning Solution
for 48 prints , 2% x 3%, (see page 3o), . r 50

Solio Paper, z% x 3% , per pkg., z doz., . zo
Eastman's W. D. Platinum,2% x3% r p€r doz. r5

Eastman's Sepia Paper, z doz, z% x 3% 15

Combined Toning and Fixing Solution, for
Solio, p€t 8 oz. bottle, . . .

Toning and Fixing Solution can be shipped
by mail in + oz. bottles as follows : + oz.
Toning Solution (zoc extra postpaid), .

Eastman's Dekko Paper, per doz., 2% x 3%,
Eastman's Dekko Developer Powders, per doz.

Do.rper%doz., . . o . .

Eastman's Pyro Developer Powders, per doz.,
Do.rper%doz. . . . . . .

Eastman's Special Developer Powders, in her-
metically sealed glass tubesr p€r package of

5 tubes, . . . . . .

5o

3o
r5

5o
25

5o
25

25
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Eastman's Flash Sheets, No. l, per package

dozenrr.rr..
Do , No. 2, p€t package ft dozen, .

Do., No. 3, per package ft dozen,

Kodak Trimming Boards, 5 inch, .

Transparent Trimming Gauge, for above,

Eastman's Embossing Boards, for prints z%

%.$ 2s

.40

.60
+o

.20
x

IO

75

IO

55

oo

IO

75
l$'

rli

I

-*

3r/inches, . . . . . .

Eastman's Indexed Negative Album, to hold

too zt/ x 3% film negatives, . . .

Moun.ts, Scotch Gray, Ivy Green, Carbon Black
or Royal Brown, beveled edges, P€t doz.

Do., per roo, . . . . . :

Kodak Album roz, to hold 8o pictures, z/ x

3% , Gray cover and leaves, . . . r

Kodak Push Pins (for pinning up film nega-

tives while drying), p€r box of 6, . .

No. z Folding Rrownie Camera Carrying Case,

Eastman's Kodak Dark-Room Lamp, No. 2,

%-inchwick, . . . o . r oo

Developing, printing and mounting, per r-oll,

z%x3%r. . . . . . . 50

Developing, printing and mounting, each' . 09

Developingonly, each, . . . . . o+

Printing and mounting only, each, . 05

On orders for developing and printing.less than
one-half dozen, 2SC extra will be charged.
Unless otherwise specified all prints are fur-
nished unmounted.

" Picture Taking and Picture Making, " a

practical book for the amateur. r2o pages'

cardboard covers,



Kodak Ponrait Attachment for use with No. 2
FoldingBrownieCamera, . . .$ 50

Eastman's Film Developing Clips, 3% inch,

PerPalr, . . .

Kodak Adhesive, No. r Pkg.,
der for making 35 ounces of

sufficient pow-
paste, .

25

IO

Terms
The prices in this Manual are strictly net, except

to regular dealers who carry our goods in stock'

For the convenience of our customers we recom-

mend that they make their purchases from a dealer

in photographic goods, as by so doing they can saye

both time and express charges. 
,

EASTMAN KODAK CO.,
RocHnsrER, N. Y,

+
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Kodak
Trirnming Boards

Made of hard wood with handsome natural

finish, have fine quality steel blades

and are fitted with rule.
ll

?e

PRICE

No. 1, capacity,5x5 inches

No.2, (' 7x7 ((

Sold by all Kodak Dealers

EASTMAN KODAK CO.

Rochester, N. Y.

$ .40

.60



Make Enl argements

From Your Choice Negatives

The Kodak
Enlarging Cam eta

' Renders it a SimPle Process

No Artificial Light
Needed

No. 1 Kodak Enlarging camera for En-

largements uP to 6'/ * 8'y'

$15.00

This Camera maq also be used for

Portraits

-"
Ask the Dealer

48

,|
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Eastm0nS
Flash

fir :,, ' .Ja
,I

Offer the cleanest and
.,h

convenren'i' method of

ing flash-light pictures.

These sheets burn more

slowly hh an ordinarY flash

powders, giving a softer light

and co nsequentlY a more

natural expression to the eyes

Sheets

most

mak-

1.
For Sale by all

Dealers 
,,r i., !,

'f:" 
-;

Eastman Kodak Co.

Rochester, N. Y.




